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Abstract Article Info. 

This work employs the coaxial probe method to stack and excite two cone-

inverted cylindrical and cross-hybrid dielectric resonator antennas at a standard 

operating resonant frequency of 5.438 GHz. A drawback of these standard 

Dielectric Resonator Antennas (DRAs) is their narrow bandwidth. For good 

antenna performance, a stacked DR geometry and a thick dielectric substrate with a 

low dielectric constant are desired since this provides large bandwidth, better 

radiation power, reduces conductor loss and reduces the nonappearance of surface 

waves. Many approaches, such as changing the shape of the dielectric resonator, 

have been used to enhance bandwidth. Using DRA, which has the lowest dielectric 

constant, increases the bandwidth and the electromagnetic energy. In the current 

work, bandwidth improvement was significantly achieved by the proposed 

geometry by varying the antenna size. A novel hybrid DRA configuration is used 

to increase the bandwidth of the antenna to 89.27% and 149.23% due to cone-

inverted cylindrical and cross-hybrid dielectric resonator antennas, respectively. 

The DRA is designed numerically via the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) 

method. Several parameters like return loss, input impedance (verified at    ) and 

radiation pattern are calculated. Furthermore, the stacked-hybrid technique is used 

to enhance the antenna's performance, which is useful for broadband 

communication and the demand for wireless. 
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1. Introduction 

An antenna is a conductor of electricity or a series of conductors used in 

sending or receiving systems to send or receive electromagnetic waves. A microstrip 

antenna is made up of two tiny superconductors with dielectric substrates in between. 

There are two types of microstrip antennas: the planar microstrip and the non-planar 

or conformal. Conformal microstrip antennas with high directivity and low cost have 

a wide range of applications [1]. Communications have recently developed widely, 

and the Dielectric Resonator Antenna (DRA) played a curial role in this due to its 

multitasking possibilities, which gave it many advantages in several applications. One 

of the most important applications is high-performance spacecraft, satellites and 

missiles [2].  

The DRAs are distinguishable structures that offer freedom in selecting the 

dimensions of the dielectric material used. A wide range of dielectric permittivity (  ) 
of 6 to 100 are used in many shapes of DRA (elliptical, cylindrical, and rectangular). 

The attractive features of the DRA elements are high efficiency, mechanical 

simplicity and large bandwidth [3, 4]. 

One drawback of these standard DRAs is their narrow bandwidth. For a pure 

rectangular DRA configuration, the percentage of bandwidth (BW) up to 10% can be 

achieved. Several approaches have been used to improve the BW of DRA. One of 

these is to reduce the size of the DRA, in which the middle part of the rectangular 
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DRA is removed, to improve the BW by up to 28%. Modifying the geometry of the 

DRA into different shapes, such as a conical DRA, split cylinder and truncated 

tetrahedron, is another approach to enhance the bandwidth. Using U-shaped DRA, 

bandwidth can be increased to 72% [5]. 

A dual band-notched reconfigurable dielectric resonator antenna was presented 

by Liu et al. [6]. They showed that a rectangular dielectric resonator excited by a 

stepped offset microstrip feed line generated multiple resonant modes for wideband 

performance.  

One of the methods used to enhance bandwidth is changing the shape of the 

dielectric resonator. Moreover, using DRA with a dielectric resonator of the lowest 

dielectric constant increases its bandwidth and electromagnetic (EM) energy. 

Increasing the bandwidth can be achieved using the multi-layer approach with 

different modes of excitation and different permittivities in the DRA [7]. 

DRAs have a much broader BW compared with a microstrip antenna. The 

dielectric resonator antennas (DRA) make use of radiating mode of a dielectric 

resonator (DR), while the microstrip antennas can be radiated only out of two narrow 

radiation holes. DRAs are preferable to traditional microstrip antenna because of high 

power handling capability, high radiation efficiency due to the absence of conductor 

losses, grounded planes. Avoidance of surface waves is another advantage of DRA 

over the microstrip antenna. However, the DR antenna and the microstrip antenna 

behave like resonant cavities. Other characteristics are shared between them [8]. 

There are several advantages of DRA; it can be integrated with Monolithic 

Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) due to their small size. DRAs have no 

frequency drift with temperature variation. They can be fabricated in various shapes, 

such as cylindrical, hemispherical, rectangular, and cylindrical rings, and have more 

design flexibility. Because of the low dissipation factor of dielectric materials, DRA is 

a low-loss antenna. It offers high efficiency and gain because of the absence of 

surface wave losses and conductors. Various feeds, such as slot, coplanar lines, 

microstrip lines, waveguide slots, dielectric image guides and probes, can be used to 

excite DRA [9].  

Several techniques are used to enhance bandwidth, such as multi-segment DRA, 

single DRA, parasitic DRA and introducing a gap between the ground plane and 

DRA. A bandwidth of around 10% has been achieved by a single DRA with low 

permittivity. Parasitic DRA introduces high gain and can improve the BW up to 17%. 

BW up to 20% using multi-segment DRA can be achieved. Introducing a gap between 

the ground plane and DRA gives a typical BW of about 30% [10, 11]. The main 

challenge of tactical communication systems is the accessibility of relevant 

information on the particular operating environment required to determine the 

waveform's ideal use. The propagation model focuses mainly on broadcasting and 

wireless communication with a high-directivity antenna [12]. It can be observed that 

the bandwidth percentage can be increased more than that of all the ultra-wideband 

hybrid DRAs listed in Table 1. A stacked DR geometry over other bandwidth 

enhancement techniques has several advantages: they are relatively easy to design 

once the design trends have been established; their radiation pattern remains 

reasonably constant over the 10 dB return loss bandwidth; and they can be easily 

accommodated into an array environment. Stacking more than one DR, such as a 

triple-stacked DR is possible. The success of such a configuration is very susceptible 

to the dielectric layers used. In fact, it has been shown to give minimum improvement 

over a conventional stacked DR when low dielectric constant laminates are utilized. 

For good antenna performance, a thick dielectric substrate having a low dielectric 
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constant is desired since this provides larger bandwidth, better radiation power and 

reduces conductor loss. The important characteristic to observe is the resonant loop 

created by the interaction between the two DRA. This interaction governs the 

achievable bandwidth. The hybrid structure is considered as the combination of a 

dielectric resonator antenna and another radiating resonator of the resonant feeding 

structure. The combined effect of DRA and parasitic elements produces wideband 

operation [9].  
 

Table 1: Ultra-wideband hybrid DRAs reported in the literature. 

 

 

1.1. Cone-Inverted Dielectric Resonator Antenna 

Cone-inverted DRA can be used to prevent mode degeneracy, lower the Q 

factor and increase the bandwidth. The hybrid structure is the combination of a 

dielectric resonator antenna and another radiating resonator of the resonant feeding 

structure. The basic structure of cone-inverted DRA is shown in Fig. 1. The excitation 

was chosen by the probe feed method for several reasons, including providing a 

simple way to couple energy to a DRA without using a bulky feeding network, in 

addition to the simplicity in theoretical engineering installation and practical 

manufacturing. The asymmetric field distribution can be corrected using either an 

asymmetric DR structure or a symmetrized feeding method. The simulated coupling 

coefficient is reduced, using either of these two methods [18]. 

The ground plane of the DRA is a metal, and the dielectric cone-inverted has a 

dielectric constant    and with height (d) and radius (a) [19]. In practical applications, 

the dominant mode is interesting, which has the lower resonant frequency [20].     

1.2. Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) Method 

A simulation model of the FDTD method in the time-domain is obtained by 

solving Maxwell curl equations. FDTD method provides an understanding of the 

propagation of electromagnetic waves in DRA. 

Maxwell’s time-dependent equations are solved in the time domain using this 

method by converting them to finite difference formulas. The simulation steps of the 

FDTD method start by representing the physical structure depending on the material 

type (conductor or dielectric). The second step is applying a Gaussian pulse to 

simulate all the sources. Then, all the fields (electric and magnetic) are calculated at 

any time increment. These fields are recalculated after each increment until they 

Structure investigated Year Percent 

Bandwidth 

 

Annular DRA excited by 

metal-cap loaded monopole 

[13] 

Rectangular DR fed by 

bevel-shaped patch [14] 

Asymmetrical T-shaped 

DR excited by an inverted-

trapezoidal patch [15] 

2007 

 

 

2011 

 

2012 

 

87% 

 

 

96% 

 

75% 

Annular column loaded 

cylindrical DR excited by 

monopole [16] 

Three-segment composite 

DR fed by monopole [17] 

2015 

 

 

2017 

56% 

 

 

137% 
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decay to zero. Finally, the frequency information is extracted by Fourier 

transformation. Yee supposed that FDTD space is cells of an       -volume, and 

the components of electric and magnetic fields in 3D space are distributed, as shown 

in Fig. 2. Every E-field component is surrounded by four H-field components and 

every H-field component is surrounded by four E-field components [21]. 

 

 
Figure 1: The geometry of cone-inverted DRA. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Yee's cell FDTD in 3D. 

 

1.3. Basic Formulation of FDTD 

Based on the system of central difference, Maxwell’s curl equations can be 

replaced by a set of finite difference equations. The curl operator is a yield to six-

coupled scalar equations which are equivalent to Maxwell’s curl equations in a 3D 

rectangular coordinate system. These equations can be written as: 
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The FDTD simulation space is bounded; the radiated or scattered fields are 

reflected back into the simulation space at the boundary of the space. 

The Perfect Matched Layer (PML) technique was presented by Berenger, who 

proposed an absorbing layer designed to absorb EM waves without any reflections 

[22]. Gauss pulse, as explained in Eq. (7), can be used to excite the system: 

       (
    

 
)
 
                                                                                                                            

Where:   represents the damping factor whose value relies on the frequency range of 

the problem,    represents the time delay [23]. The far-field components can be 

obtained using the equivalence principle and through a near-field to far-field 

transformation. 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Design of Cone-Inverted Dielectric Resonator Antenna 
DRA is usually excited alone using a coaxial probe technique. The matching 

impedance and the resonance frequency can be controlled by optimizing the length 

and position of the feeding probe. The numerical analysis of the proposed antenna 

was achieved using FDTD tools.  

DRA have more interesting use in wireless applications. It is a radio antenna 

used at microwave and millimeter frequencies that consist of a block of ceramic 

material [24]. In the current work, based on the detailed parametric studies, the 

optimized dimensions obtained for the antenna are: a standard operating resonant 

frequency of 5.438 GHz, the proposed DRA is with length (d) = 6 mm and radius     

(a) = 3.5 mm, and substrate (RT/Duroid 6010) which have a dielectric constant 

(           fixed on a ground plane of area          . The dimensions of the 

proposed antenna were calculated depending on the equations presented by Al-Azza 

et al. [3]. The simulated and designed results of the suggested DRA configuration 

with the above optimum dimensions are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3: The proposed DRA calculated by FDTD method. 

 

2.2. Resonant Frequency    and Input Impedance     

For a single cone-inverted DRA, the simulation results of     was computed. 

The resistance (real part) and the reactance (imaginary part) as a function of 

frequency were plotted, as shown in Fig. 4, at the reactance value of zero,  

                         and input impedance        . Impedance matching 

between transmission line and dielectric resonator antenna is essential. This matching 

causes maximum power transfer from the transmisssion line to the dielectric resonator 

antenna. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Input impedance versus frequency calculated by FDTD method. 

 

 

2.3. Reflection coefficient or Return Loss (RL or    ) and Bandwidth 

 A simulated input reflection coefficient of less than -10dB is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

As can be seen, that the calculated parameter value of     is -33 dB and the resonant 

frequency             . Bandwidth is calculated from the frequency range at two 

sides of a -10dB return loss. The percentage bandwidth was 1.19%. 

The radiation pattern or the distribution of the electric field to outer space in 

terms of the two planes (E and H) of the proposed optimized antenna is shown in Fig. 

6, with a directivity of about 4.63 dB. Directivity can be calculated using the 

equations from Elsherbeni and Demir [22]. The polar representation of the field 

distribution in the two planes (E and H) is illustrated in Figs. 6 (a and b), respectively, 
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while Fig. 6(c) shows the radiation pattern in three dimensions in the two planes (E 

and H). 

 

 
Figure 5: Return loss versus frequency calculated by FDTD method. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Radiation pattern: (a, b) in 2-D and (c) in 3-D 

. 

2.4. Design of Stacked Cone-Inverted Cylindrical Hybrid DRA 

Multiple DRAs can be used to achieve large impedance. First, the proposed 

hybrid structure contains vertically stacked cone-inverted cylindrical DRAs. The 

proposed DRA is designed and simulated by the FDTD method. Fig. 7 shows the 

simulated results for stacked cone-inverted cylindrical hybrid DRA by varying the 

size of antenna. These two DRAs are with dielectrics of different constants. One 

dielectric is aluminum nitride having a dielectric constant of 8.6, and the other is 

RT/Duroid 6010 with a dielectric constant of 10.2. The radius and length of upper 
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cylindrical DRA are 3mm and 4mm, respectively. The cone-inverted DR is fed by a 

coaxial probe. Values of the return loss coefficients and resonant frequency are 

depicted in Fig. 8. It is clear from these results that there is an increase in BW from 

1.19% to 89.27% compared to the single cone-inverted DRA, because the fringe 

fields had efficiently increased as a result of the stacked-hybrid approach, while the 

return loss coefficient     decreased. The resonant frequency was affected by this 

technique. Fig. 8 shows the simulated graph of the reflection coefficient of the DRA 

hybrid. For good antenna performance, a thick dielectric substrate having a low 

dielectric constant is desired since this provides larger bandwidth, better radiation 

power and reduces conductor loss.    
 

 
Figure 7: Stacked cone-inverted cylindrical hybrid DRA. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Return loss      for stacked cone-inverted cylindrical hybrid DRA. 

 

2.5. Design of Stacked Cone-Inverted Cross Hybrid DRA  

Another design was proposed for DRAs configuration, which is useful to 

broaden the impedance bandwidth, is shown in the following proposed DRAs 

configuration. A stacked cone-inverted cross hybrid DRAs were designed, as shown 

in Fig. 9. The thickness and length of cross DR are 1.5 mm and 6 mm, respectively. 

Moreover, the bandwidth range was enhanced, and the resonant frequency range 

covered was between 1.65 and 11.35 GHz with |   |        . It can be observed 

from Fig. 10 that the bandwidth percentage increased by 149.23% more than the 
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entire ultra-wideband hybrid DRAs listed in Table 1. The fringe fields have a great 

effect on the antenna performance. Electromagnetic radiation can be produced from 

the created fringe fields and may provide maximum bandwidth as a result of the 

cross-design. It is important to mention that the amount of fringe fields depends on 

the antenna size as well as the height of the probe. The proposed geometry 

significantly improves the impedance bandwidth compared to all the earlier 

configurations. The hybrid structure is a combination of a dielectric resonator antenna 

and another radiating resonator of the resonant feeding structure. The combined effect 

of DRA and parasitic elements produces wideband operation. The individual 

bandwidth of DRA is 1.19%, while the combined bandwidth is around 150%. A 

significant increase in bandwidth can be achieved due to the new hybrid DRA 

configuration. This technique is useful for broadband communication. The 

asymmetric field distribution can be corrected using either an asymmetric DR 

structure or a symmetrized feeding method. The simulated coupling coefficient is 

reduced when using either of these two methods. However, the symmetric feeding 

method can disturb the field distribution in the DRA and thus increase the mutual 

coupling between these two modes. 
 

 
Figure 9: Stacked cone-inverted cross hybrid DRA. 

 

 
Figure 10: Return loss      for cone-inverted cross hybrid DRA. 
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3. Conclusions 

The FDTD method was used to design and simulate stacked cone-inverted 

cylindrical and cross hybrid DRAs. The stacked-hybrid technique has played a vital 

role in enhancing DRA's performance. The coefficients of return loss were improved 

as a result of the two cone-inverted cylindrical and cross DRAs. Hence, this study 

confirmed that using the stacked-hybrid technique increases the bandwidth. For good 

antenna performance, a stacked DR geometry and a thick dielectric substrate with a 

low dielectric constant are desired since this provides a larger bandwidth, better 

radiation power, and reduces conductor loss.   
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تحسين عرض انحسمة نههىائيات انرنينية انعازنة انمخروطية انشكم انمقهىبة انمحمهة بعازل 

 اسطىاني وعازل بشكم علامة انكروش
 

نبيم عباش عريبي
1

جابرجمال ناصر ,  
1 

لغى انفيضياء, كهيح انرشتيح, جايعح انمادعيح, انذيٕاَيح, انعشاق 1 
 

 

 انخلاصة
في ْزا انثحث, صًى ْٕائييٍ عاصنيٍ سَيُييٍ ٔرنك تذيج عاصل اعطٕاَي انشكم ٔاخشعهٗ شكم علايح كشٔط يع عاصل       

كيكاْيشذض. اٌ انعية انشئيغي نهٕٓائياخ  5.438ّ يخشٔطي انشكم يمهٕب ٔيغزٖ تانطشيمح انًحٕسيح نيعًم ترشدد سَيٍ اعاط ليًر

انعاصنح انشَيُيح ْٕ ضيك عشض انحضيح. ذغرخذو ذمُيح ذكذيظ انعٕاصل انشَيُيح انري ذضيذ يٍ عًك انعاصل انًكٌٕ نهٕٓائي ٔذمهم 

صم. اعرخذيد عًاحيرّ يًا يضيذ يٍ عشض انحضيح ٔيٍ انمذسج انًشعح ٔيمهم انمذسج انضائعح ٔانًٕجاخ انغطحيح في انجضء انًٕ

طشائك عذيذج يٍ اجم ذحغيٍ عشض انحضيح نٓزِ انٕٓائياخ كطشيمح ذغييش شكم انعاصل انشَيُي. اٌ ذمهيم عًاحيح انعاصل يًكُٓا اٌ 

ذضيذ يٍ انطالح انكٓشٔيغُاطيغيح ٔعشض حضيح انٕٓائياخ انشَيُيح انعاصنح. يًكٍ اٌ َحغٍ عشض انحضيح تٓزا انرشكية انُٓذعي 

َريجح انرصًيى انجذيذ نهٕٓائي  %149.23ٔ   %89.27هُا انحاني ٔرنك ترغييش حجى انٕٓائي. اصداد عشض انحضيح انٗ انًمرشح في عً

انًخشٔط انًمهٕب ٔانًذيج يع كم يٍ انعاصل الاعطٕاَي ٔانعاصل تشكم علايح انكشٔط ,عهٗ انرٕاني. صًًد انٕٓائياخ انشَيُيح 

ًحذدج في يجال انضيٍ. حغثد انعذيذ يٍ انًعايلاخ في انعًم انحاني, يُٓا عايم انفمذ ٔيًاَعح انعاصنح عذديا تاعرخذاو طشيمح انفشٔق ان

أو ٔانٓيكم الاشعاعي. علأج عهٗ رنك, يًكُُا انمٕل اٌ ذمُيح انذيج ٔانركذيظ يًكٍ اٌ ذغرخذو  50انذخم نهٕٓائي ٔانري ضثطد عُذ 

 لاذصالاخ انلاعهكيح ٔالاذصالاخ انري ذرطهة يذٖ ٔاعع يٍ انرشدداخ. نرحغيٍ اداء انٕٓائي يٍ اجم ذهثيح يرطهثاخ خذياخ ا


